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ABSTRACT

This work is devoted to a stud) of the motion of plasma electrons in a system of two
fields, a magnetic field along z-axis and wave-packet field, which propagates in the
x-z plane. The strongest interaction between plasma electrons and both fields is due
to their resonance with these fields. The motion of plasma electrons become
stochastic when a set of resonance overlapping. Conditions for stochasticity are
obtained.
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INTRODUCTION

For the last decade there has been a considerable interest in stochastic effects in many problems of
importance to the magnetically confinement program'1'. Especially, work on this subject was done in
connection with the stochastic instability of the magnetic field lines in Tokamaks and stellarators'2'3'.
The stochasticity arises from the mixing processes of trajectories in phase space'4'. There is widescope
of works devoted for the study and investigation of stochastic dynamics of magnetically confined
plasma15"9'. Destruction of magnetic surfaces by confining magnetic fields in Tokamaks has also been
studied'10'13'.

1. Equation of motion:

We will consider a uniform magnetic field "Bo" directed along the z-axis and an electrostatic
wavepacket having components in x-z plane with a wave vector k. The Hamiltonian of a plasma
electron moving in these fields has the following standard form (resonance is neglected)1'4':

i ( V
H = \P--B„x'\ -eY<D,cos(/fc.-z + *1jt-ö>,7) (1)

Where mc is the plasma electron mass, e is the electron charge, P is the generalized particle
momentum, and ey the unit vector along the y-axis and O, the amplitudes of the potential of the plane
wave component.

Let us introduce a new coordinate:

; = x - - * - . £ = F, (2)
JTitOiH "I

and using the polar coordinates:
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x=p sirup ; x' =po)Hcos(p (3)

pi
H = -*- + a>HI' -e£Qico4,KzZ + kj_psia0-(Olt) (4)

2/Wc i

Then from (1-3) the Hamiltonian of the system is given by:

where,

I = -mea)HP2 . ÜJH = •^-5-and P is the gyration radius
2

Using the properties of Bessel functions, equation (4) becomes:

2mc

where J| (kt p) is Bessel functions . For simplicity , let us introduce the notation:

L = {L\,L1) , L\ = Pz , U = I

5 = (ft,ft) , & = Z , 3I = <P (6)

Accordingly, (5) reads:

H = H{L,9) = Ha{L) + M{L,9) (7)

where,

— L) +<yHL2 (8)
2mc

(10)
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dH
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•9i = = —

dL\ me 512
= COH

We can obtain the following expressions from the Hamiltonion equation of motion

Taking into account the effect of resonance on the moving plasma electrons in both fields. Equation(7)
will be in the form:

2m
„ Z . 2 - t / l 7

Where: Uu = eO J,(Ä±p) ,y/ = Jcz5,+/i92+<»,/

From (12) and (13) we get:

I , = -kzUa s in^ , L2 = -IUU sin ^ , y/ = *zl9,' +192 -ai = (Oa(V2)

Accordingly, we can obtain the resonance condition in the form:

k2Vlr) +lcoH -coi = 0

Differentiating the equation for i// in (14) with respect to time we get:

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

dt1
i n v f = 0 (16)

Equation (16) represents a differential equation which describes the phase oscillations. Using (13) the
frequency of these oscillations is given by:

e (17)

For strong fields (k1p((\), Q,, reads:

n, = *. 2m,
(18)
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If 1=0 , then equation (18) reduces to the known Manley- Raw(4):

r irt»n^

The solutions of the nonlinear resonance equation (16) are :

H('» = - 4 " - f i S « * ¥ = -*,<

Where fiu is the frequency of the phase oscillations,: the resonance conditions of the longitudinal
motion :

I
2

« 1
k,V,

(OH (OH

meV2

(21)

« 1

The overlapping condition of resonance of longitudinal motion may be given in terms of

A « = ^ A L 1 =2fi n , ^= | f t ) , (K/ ) - ö ; 1 (F / + 1 ) | (22)

where "Aco" is frequency width of a nonlinear resonance and So) is the distance between the
resonances in the frequency . When T)<1, the motion of resonance particles is very close to
conditionally periodic one, while at T|>1 the motion of plasma electrons in both fields becomes
stochastic. In fact, a criterion for the particle dynamics to be chaotic is:

TI>1 (23)
And then T| according to our calculations reads.

77 = 4 —\ ——i > 1 (24)

(OH m e

Where r\ is the resonance overlap parameter(410).

CONCLUSIONS
In this work some aspects of the theory of stochastic dynamics of magnetically confined plasma have
been studied. The first inequality from (21) shows that the seed longitudinal motion of a particle
should be sufficiently strong, thus justifying the name of this type of resonance motion. The second
inequality from (21) means that the uniform magnetic field should be sufficiently strong as compared
with the perturbation due to the plane wave. The condition (24) implies that in the neighborhood of the
zero of Bessel function Ji (k± p), the inequality (24) is violated and there arises stable islands with the
conditionally periodic motion of particles. The size of these islands, being of order of ([/max. T|)
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decreases with increasing r\. This means that the system will be in a stochastic state when the
condition (24) is fulfilled.
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